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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the analysis of gravity anomaly and precise levelling in
conjunction with GPS-Levelling data for the computation of a gravimetric geoid and an
estimate of the height system bias parameter No for the vertical datum in Pakistan by
means of least squares collocation technique. The long term objective is to obtain
a regional geoid (or quasi-geoid) modeling using a combination of local data with a high
degree and order Earth gravity model (EGM) and to determine a bias (if there is one)
with respect to a global mean sea surface. An application of collocation with the optimal
covariance parameters has facilitated to achieve gravimetric height anomalies in a global
geocentric datum. Residual terrain modeling (RTM) technique has been used in
combination with the EGM96 for the reduction and smoothing of the gravity data. A value
for the bias parameter No has been estimated with reference to the local GPS-Levelling
datum that appears to be 0.705 m with 0.07 m mean square error. The gravimetric height
anomalies were compared with height anomalies obtained from GPS-Levelling stations
using least square collocation with and without bias adjustment. The bias adjustment
minimizes the difference between the gravimetric height anomalies with respect to
residual GPS-Levelling data and the standard deviation of the differences drops from
35 cm to 2.6 cm. The results of this study suggest that No adjustment may be a good
alternative for the fitting of the final gravimetric geoid as is generally done when using
FFT methods.
K e y w o r d s : covariance function, height anomalies, geoid undulations, bias
parameter, global sea level

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of GPS to determine orthometric or normal heights in a region to supplement
existing levelling requires determination of a local geoid (or quasi-geoid) and estimation
of the height bias between a gravimetric datum and the local levelling datum, since the
global geoid or sea level will have its own zero level. The ocean surface does not coincide
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with a level surface (e.g. the geoid) of Earth’s gravity field; the deviations are called Sea
Surface Topography (SST, also denoted as Dynamic Ocean Topography). Instantaneous
SST is affected by temporal variations of long term, seasonal and short term character,
occurring at different scales. Averaging the ocean surface over time (at least over one
year) or modeling ocean tides provides mean sea level (MSL) for the corresponding time
interval. Even after reducing all time dependent parts, a quasi stationary SST would still
remain (Torge, 2001). It is caused by nearly constant oceanographic and meteorological
effects which generate ocean currents and ocean surface slopes. The root mean square
(RMS) variation of the global sea level is 0.6 to 0.7 m and the maximum deviation from
the geoid is about ± 1 m or more (Lisitzin, 1974).
In addition to this, all levelling datum have an inherent error, due to the fact that the
zero levels have been fixed by a convention (adopting a specific zero level) and not
through a physical measurement. This offset error can be described for a particular system
by a bias parameter No if the local height datum has been fixed at only one tide-gauge.
Now, when a purely gravimetric quasi-geoid is compared to a surface constructed from
height anomalies derived from GPS-Levelling one will often note that the surfaces
disagree (Jiang and Duquenne, 1996). These surfaces can be related through a bias or tilt.
In this case the two surfaces may be brought to a close agreement by estimating and
applying bias and tilt parameters.
Least squares collocation (LSC) has been used here to estimate a gravimetric height
anomaly/geoid, a corresponding height reference surface and a bias parameter No. Least
squares collocation filters the data which is used for the determination of an estimate of
the anomalous potential T . We may then as done in e.g. geodetic network adjustment,
inspect the residuals (Pope, 1976) by using the model for the computation of the estimates
of the data used to determine the model and identify suspected outliers. The requirement
for determination of a bias parameter from a collocation solution is (Tscherning, 1994)
that reduced gravity anomaly and GPS-Levelling data with EGM96 and RTM effects
removed are used as observations along with the specification of different parameters
(here just one i.e. No) which must be determined from data.
The global geocentric datum is defined by adopting the GRS80/WGS84 gravity
potential on the geoid as W0 = 62 636 856.88 m2/s2 and a gravity-mass constant of
GM = 3.986 004 415  1014 m3/s2 (Burša, 1995). A comparison of regional height
anomalies , calculated from EGM96 and RTM reduced free air anomalies with 19
GPS-Levelling (local) benchmarks computed as the difference between the ellipsoidal
height h, the orthometric height H and corresponding geoid-quasigeoid separation term,
shows an average offset of 68.9 cm with a total range of 23 cm to 125 cm. This
represents an excessive error in comparison to the use of a geoid model based on EGM96
in the region for accurate surveying. However, since these measured orthometric heights
(H) at the GPS-Levelling points are referred to a local tidal datum, these comparisons may
be biased due to the effect of localized permanent dynamic oceanic topography and
possible offset between global and local vertical datums.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of gravity, elevation and GPS-Levelling data in the study area. Green dots are
observed gravity data points and red dots are GPS-Levelling control points, whereas red lines are
elevation contours.

The data for the numerical investigation of this study was obtained from the
Directorate General of Petroleum Concessions (DGPC) gravity database for Pakistan.
Observed gravity data in the study area was available with varying distribution, mostly
along the roads and valleys (Figs. 1 and 2). A total of 2 352 observed gravity data points
were accepted in addition to the corresponding elevation data after careful outlier
detection. The measured elevations are result of precise levelling measurements and are
the strict form of orthometric heights collected as a part of gravity surveys.

2. COLLOCATION WITH PARAMETERS: A BRIEF NOTE
A linear collocation model is described by e.g. Moritz (1980)
Y  BT ,

(1)

where Y is a vector of observations, B is a vector of linear functionals Li associated with
data Y and T the anomalous potential, T = W  U. W is the gravity potential and U the
normal potential of WGS84 ellipsoid. The determination of anomalous potential T is
normally made from a set of linear functionals e.g. free air anomalies or height anomalies.
A generalization of this linear model may be expressed as

yi  Li T   ei  AiT X ,
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Fig. 2. Study area bounded by the rectangle. Two tide gauge stations at Karachi and Gawadar are
main tide stations used for GPS-Levelling network with Karachi being the reference Tide station.

where Li is any linear functional of the anomalous potential, ei is the error, Ai a vector of
partial derivatives and X the vector of parameters (Moritz, 1980). If the unknown
parameter is equal to No then Ai = 1 for all values of i which are associated with height
anomalies and 0.3 mgal/m for gravity anomalies if their associated altitude is derived from
the local height datum.
If no parameters are present we obtain a least square collocation approximation to T by
requiring the square of the norm plus the variance of the noise to be minimized. When
parameters are present then there is an additional requirement that the square of the norm
of the parameter vector is to be minimized.
The covariance between two quantities will be denoted by





cov Li , L j  Cij .

(3)

If one of the functionals is the evaluation of T in a point P, then covariance is written
as

cov  P, Li   CPi .

(4)

The square norm (or variance) of a functional L is denoted as

 L2  cov  L, L 
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and the variance-covariance of the noise as ij and C  cov Li , L j   ij

 a n  n matrix,

where n is the number of observations. Then estimates of T and of the parameters X (here
just one No) are obtained as

 

T  P   C pi

T



C1 y  AT X



(6)

and



X  AT C1A  W

  AT C1Y  ,
1

(7)

where W is the a-priori weight matrix for the parameters (generally the zero matrix). With

 

H  cov Li , L j



T

C1

(8)

 

the associated error estimates of an estimated quantity L T are

mL2   L2  H cov  L, Li   HAmx2  HA 

T

(9)

and the mean square error of the parameter vector



mx2  AT C1A  W



1

.

(10)

It should be kept in mind, that the determination of a datum-shift parameter requires
data which covers a large area. However, if the area is not large, this will be reflected in
large error estimates mx2 . The properties of the general solution expressed by Eqs.(6) and
(7) can be summarised as the following (Moritz, 1980):

 The result is independent of the number of the signal quantities to be estimated.
 Both observed and estimated quantities can be heterogeneous, provided that all
required covariances are known.
 The method is invariant with respect to linear transformation of the data or of the
results.
 The solution is optimal in the sense that it gives most accurate results obtainable on
the basis of the given data.

3. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The motivation for the use of collocation for gravity/geoid modeling is firstly that it
may use a random distribution of gravity data and secondly, the varying error distribution
due to data being collected and analysed at different times. LSC may also take into
account data located at different altitudes through the use of a spatial covariance function.
In the present study the LSC implementation with a rotationally invariant covariance
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functions was used (see Eq.(11)). The applied covariance model implies that the
associated approximation to the anomalous gravity potential is harmonic down to the socalled Bjerhammar sphere, with radius RB smaller than the mean Earth radius.
The data for the use in covariance function estimation and the onward collocation step
is required to be smooth with small variance, cf. Eq.(9) and have a good statistical
distribution in order to properly interpret the error-estimates. It is optimal, but not
a condition for using LSC, that the mean of g is near to zero. To achieve the goal of
smoothing and a small mean value, the ”Remove-Restore” technique (Forsberg and
Tscherning, 1981) has been used.
Purely gravimetric calculations of the geoid heights are hampered by long wavelength
systematic data errors normally due to the non-availability of data outside the considered
region and by the inhomogeneous spatial resolution and errors of the gravity data. For this
purpose a global geopotential models such as EGM96 (Lemoine et al., 1997) generally
provides the long wavelength part of the gravity field. The local gravity data together with
a high resolution digital elevation models provides the shorter wavelengths. This leads to
a combination solution which can be applicable to a limited region. The terrain effects are
calculated using the pure residual terrain modeling (RTM) technique (Forsberg and
Tscherning, 1997). In this reduction technique topographic irregularities relative to
a smooth mean elevation surface with resolution comparable to the resolution of the used
EGM are computationally removed. For a mean elevation surface a reference elevation
grid was generated from 1  1 km SRTM30 (USGS, 2008) data using the GRAVSOFT
(Tscherning et al., 1992; Tscherning, 1994) programs SELECT and TCGRID. The
generally recommended smoothing (Forsberg and Tscherning, 1997) was achieved by
preparing a 2 grid from the 30 elevation grid which was again passed by a filter with
mean factors of 3, 3 cells (to make 6 grid) and average factors of 3, 3 (to make a 18 grid)
to obtain the reference height grid. In this way a reference grid of resolution of about
36 km was prepared for optimum RTM reduction with near zero mean value. This also
corresponds to the resolution of the reference model EGM96. The parameters of reduced
data are shown in Table. 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that reduced free-air anomaly data has less gravity
variance and thus results in the less residual geoid error variance as well.

Table. 1. Observed, RTM and residual gravity data used for geoid determination. FAA - free-air
anomalies.
Observed Gravity Data
Physical Parameter
Min.
Elevation [m]
Observed FAA at topography [mGal]
EGM962 FAA at topography [mGal]
Res. EGM FAA [mGal]
RTM effect on gravity [mGal]
RTM Res. FAA [mGal]

380

106.2
167.54
122.79
57.777
27.64
51.93

Max.

Mean

Std.Dev.

1502
47.948
14.179
88.099
58.14
50.02

265.78
69.401
68.38
1.057
1.05
0.00

206.97
44.77
37.19
16.547
8.94
12.82
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3.1. Covariance Function Estimation
A wise determination of the covariance function is the key to the success for
application of least square collocation. An often used approach is to compute empirical
covariances. Subsequently, these values might be fitted to a pre-selected model covariance
functions e.g. to the Tscherning-Rapp model (Tscherning and Rapp, 1974). The residual
geoid undulations were determined by LSC, where the required auto and cross-covariance
functions were computed by covariance propagation from the analytically modelled local
covariance function represented as follows:
N  a2 
cov TP , TQ  a  

i  2  rP rQ 





 R2 
   B 
i  N 1  rP rQ 


i 1

A

i 1

 i2 Pi  cos 

 i  1 i  2  i  4 

(11)
Pi  cos  ,

where, P and Q are two points having a spherical distance , and rP, rQ are the distances
of two points from the origin, RB is the radius of Bjerhammar sphere and iis the errordegree-variance. The covariance parameters a (scale parameter), A and the Bjerhammar
radius RB are determined using a iterative non-linear adjustment, see e.g. Knudsen (1987).
First the residual free air anomaly at the Earth surface was used as input to the
program EMPCOV for empirical covariance function estimation (Fig. 3). After trials of
different spacing for empirical covariance estimation in EMPCOV, an optimum spherical
distance has been considered to be 2 arcmin for better correlation based on the distribution
of data. It was found to be a quite good compromise for the covariance function of the

Fig. 3. Empirical and fitted covariance functions estimation using EGM and RTM reduced freeair anomalies.
Stud. Geophys. Geod., 53 (2009)
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entire area as it is evident from Fig. 3 and the prediction results of Section 3. The
estimated covariance function is showing least correlation at distances greater than 2.5,
due to least effect of data from such distance. Therefore, covariance function was
truncated beyond spherical distance i.e. 2.5 due to its least effect on prediction results.
The estimated covariance was fitted to model the covariance function i.e. basically to
the Tscherning and Rapp (1974) model in Eq.(11). It was fitted to the empirical values
using parameters which were determined by the least-squares method.
The value of N = 220 for the covariance model, Eq.(11) was found to agree better with
the empirical data, than using the maximal degree of 360 of EGM96 for fitting the model
covariance function. This is due to the absence of data in the higher frequency part of
EGM96 in the area of Pakistan. The predicted geoid should have a maximum variance of
0.101 m2 (standard deviation of 0.32 m) corresponding to the maximum variance of the
free-air anomalies equal to 183.11 mgal2. The covariance parameters for the reduced data
are shown in Table. 2.
The estimates to be derived from the residual observed gravity data, the global gravity
model and the terrain were determined using the GRAVSOFT (Tscherning et al., 1994)
programs GEOCOL, EMPCOV, COVFIT, COVFFT, TCGRID, and TC respectively. The
error associated with gravity anomalies was assumed to be 1.0 mgal. The related
geometrical parameters of the height anomalies are given in Table. 3.
3.2. Bias Parameter Estimation and Adjustment
The resulting residual height anomalies (Fig. 4) as determined during the restore step,
in principle refer to the global reference system i.e. global centre of mass, and the average
zero-anomalous potential surface. An offset or height bias exist between the gravimetric
and the GPS-Levelling height anomalies due to local mean dynamic ocean topography as
described above and due to other errors in ellipsoidal height measurement or levelling. It
must be determined for the consistency and applicability of the computed quasi-geoid in
an area.

Table. 2. The fitted covariance function parameters for the observed data, RE is the mean radius
of the Earth.
Description of Dataset

RE  RB [km]

a

Variance [mgal2]

Observed Gravity Data

1.661

0.6966

183.13

Table 3.

Geometrical parameters (in meters) of the quasi-geoid from the observed data.

Parameters of the Estimated
Quasi-Geoidal Heights
RTM effect on height anomaly
RTM residual Height Anomaly
Total Height anomaly
Total geoid
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Gravimetric Height Anomalies from Observed Data [m]
Min.

Max.

Mean

0.194
0.821
49.933
50.323

0.294
0.832
37.997
37.976

0.0196
0.0391
46.326
46.385

Std.Dev.
0.0727
0.327
2.11
2.10
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Fig. 4.

Residual height anomalies determined from observed data.

In order to compute and adjust the height bias, least square collocation (Eqs.(6) and
(7)) has been used. The gravimetric height anomalies were computed using surface
gravity anomalies as per Molodensky’s definition (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967). The
GPS-Levelling height anomalies were determined using geoid-quasigeoid separation term
already computed for whole Pakistan area (Sadiq et al., 2009) based on theoretical
formulations of Sjöberg (1995) and Rapp (1997)

N P  P 

g B



H

H 2  g F  
 

H
H,
r
  h
2  H

(13)

where NP and P are the geoid and height anomaly at the Earth surface,  is height
anomaly at the ellipsoidal surface, gB and gF are the Bouguer and free air anomalies,
H is the orthometric height and  is the average theoretical normal gravity along the
ellipsoidal normal between the surface of the geocentric reference ellipsoid and the
telluroid. The first two terms are based on observed gravity data and second two terms are
relying on the gradient terms of height anomaly at the ellipsoidal surface.
These observations i.e. gravimetric and GPS-Levelling height anomalies were tied to
the disturbing potential T and the vector of X parameters (only one bias in this case) by
Eq.(2) in the least square collocation solution. The error in the measured quantities e.g.
gravity anomalies was kept to 1.0 mgal and the corresponding GPS-Levelling height
anomaly error fixed to 0.01 m.
A comparison with a pure gravimetric solution gave a 68.9 cm mean residual with
35.6 cm standard deviation w.r.t. GPS-Levelling data (Table. 5). This leads to a ~ + 69 cm
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Table. 4.

GPS-Levelling height anomalies before and after No adjustment.

Physical
Parameter

Before No Adjustment [m]
Min.

Max.

Mean

Height Anomaly 49.951 43.727 46.539

Std.Dev.
1.773

After No Adjustment [m]
Min.

Max.

Mean

49.085 43.304 45.875

Std.Dev.
1.651

a-priori estimate for the average permanent ocean dynamic topography (PODT) in the
area without considering the geographical distribution of the data. The computed bias
parameter No from both gravity and GPS-Levelling data is estimated to be 70 cm with
error estimate of 7 cm. This estimate is as mentioned above possibly biased by local
levelling errors, and local mean sea level definitions. However, it is in fair agreement with
the recent studies regarding the global mean sea level bias e.g. see Andersen et al. (2006).
A value of No was found to be 0.69 m with standard deviation of 0.05 m between mean
sea surface of the DNSC06MSS and the PGM04 (Pavlis et al., 2008) geoid model in the
area bounded by 1825N and 6372E in the Indian ocean. If the systematic errors and
sea-level datum definition problems in the area were reduced, the RMS of 7 cm could be
expected to be reduced significantly.
After the simultaneous use of reduced gravity anomalies and reduced GPS-Levelling
data in bias adjustment, the difference to GPS-Levelling height anomalies range from
0.084 m to 0.033 m and has about zero value for mean of difference. These values
however, should be interpreted as the improvement of the height anomaly differences.
This bias was adjusted to the total gravimetric height anomalies through Eq.(2) to make
them consistent for local application in GPS surveying. The results of the bias adjustment
are shown in Table. 4, a fact which is evident from the difference of mean values (66.4 cm
as absolute mean difference) before and after the bias adjustment. The residual of
~ 3.6 cm seems to remain unadjusted in the final GPS-Levelling height anomalies which
lie within the 7cm error value determined by least square collocation as mentioned above.
It could be suggested based on this study that No adjustment could be considered as
a good option for fitting of regional geoid or quasi-geoid with GPS-Levelling data in
addition to having the capability of error estimation. There are other methods in this
regard e.g. draping of the gravimetric geoid with GPS-Levelling using estimating geoid
differences at grid nodes based on linear covariance function usually used in FFT based
method and datum transformation based on parametric surface modeling (Fotopoulos,
2005). Some of these methods require data to be on regular grids and need interpolation
and extrapolation in some cases as well. Least squares collocation however, has the
flexibility with respect to the requirement of the data distribution (no gridding required,
gravity and GPS-Levelling may be mixed) and give the results with error estimates as per
Eq.(9).
3.3. Error Estimation of the Processed Data
It is important to know the error estimates of the data as well as its result. Using least
squares collocation, we may compute the estimates of the data used as input as well as the
resulting output error-estimates. These a-posteriori error-estimates will generally be
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smaller than the a-priori (“input”) error estimates. The estimate of the error of the
difference will then be the Gaussian sum of the a-priori error and the a-posteriori error.
LSC has the property that for error-free data it will give zero error estimates. The typical
character of collocation’s error estimation dependence on data distribution and can be
seen explicitly from Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The covariance function parameters
determined (Table. 2) were used when predicting the residual gravity anomalies in the
area surrounded by 3033°N and 7073E with standard common gravity data error of
1.0 mgal. The error of the predicted residual gravity anomalies has a range of 0.3 to
1.3 mgal. This limit also includes some large values in the central eastern and northern
parts which are mainly due to the absence of gravity observations.
The error estimates of the predicted height anomalies, (Fig. 6) from the observed data
show that additional data across the borders is required corresponding to a correlation
length of the data ~ 2530 km to limit the estimated error to less than 6.57.0 cm. The
error distribution of the resulting height anomalies shows similar characteristics as the
observed gravity data distribution and has less error in the area with uniform distribution.
The LSC outputs the achievable accuracy which ranges from 0.04 m to 0.21 m (Fig. 6).
There is missing data in the central eastern to north eastern and then south western parts as
shown in Fig. 1, and this results in higher error estimates for computed height anomalies.
The computed geoid (or quasi-geoid) should have a check for accuracy. The absolute
accuracy is checked by comparison to the GPS-Levelling bench marks within the study
area. This is a reliable method to assess the accuracy of the calculated gravimetric geoid
or the height anomalies. In the present study absolute test of accuracy was performed
using the bias parameter No adjustment as computed above using combined residual
gravity and GPS-Levelling height anomalies.

Fig. 5.

Predicted errors of residual free air anomalies using collocation.
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Fig. 6.

Error estimates of the predicted height anomalies from observed data.

Table. 5. Statistics of the differences between the gravimetric quasi-geoid undulation and
GPS-Levelling at 19 control points (in meters) before and after making the No adjustment.
Height Anomaly
Difference
of GPS-Levelling
Physical Parameter
and Gravity Data
before No Adjustment
Min.
Max.
Mean
St.Dev.

0.123
1.188
0.689
0.356

Height Anomaly
Difference
of GPS-Levelling
and Gravity Data
after No Adjustment

Difference of Geoid
of GPS-Levelling
and Gravity
after No Adjustment

0.084
0.033
0.0088
0.026

0.079
0.041
0.000022
0.0228

The calibration of the computed gravimetric height anomalies-geoid was performed
afterwards by employing No adjustment and results are shown in Table 5. The results of
the adjustment show a good agreement of GPS-Levelling and gravimetric height
anomalies-geoid in the study area.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
An attempt has been made to estimate the height bias parameter No using gravity data
reduced to a geocentric datum by employing the least squares collocation method. The
Remove-Restore technique was used to obtain a best possible covariance model with
a low variance of the residual gravity anomalies. The subtraction of EGM96 gave the
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expected results of decreasing the variance and the mean value significantly. The mean
value was again reduced to near zero after RTM reduction while using an optimal
topographic grid of 30, 5and 18 grid intervals and having resolution suitable for the
maximum possible topographic reduction. The constant bias No between the global
gravimetric datum and the local mean sea level has been estimated to be 70 cm with an
error estimate of 7 cm. The estimates of the bias No of the local vertical mean sea levelling
datum set at Karachi and a gravimetrically determined global datum are consistent with
recent studies on global sea level in the Indian Ocean. The difference of the
GPS-Levelling data with respect to a pure gravimetric geoid and the one determined by
combining gravity and GPS-Levelling in a least square collocation solution are reduced
from 35 cm to 2.3 cm in standard deviation with minimum and maximum range from
7.9 cm to 4.1 cm after No correction. Results of the study also suggest that No
computation and adjustment could be a reliable option for fitting the gravimetric geoids
with GPS-Levelling data. The bias parameter No and the associated (quasi)-geoid makes it
suitable for use by the local surveying community by combining gravity data and height
anomalies. In a similar manner, bias parameter estimation may be helpful for crustal
movement and plate tectonic study by using a GPS array. It could also be used to detect
subsequently the gross errors of gravity data and GPS-Levelling.
Though, an estimates of bias parameter has been calculated, which matches well to
global values, however, a large area is required along with error free or at least data with
known a-priori error estimates. The validity of the a-priori error estimates as well as the
occurrence of outliers may be investigated by comparing the a-posteriori determined
differences between observed and predicted values with the error estimate of the
differences obtained using least squares collocation. An additional study is required to
identify the height errors, datum biases and geoid errors. This will be possible only if an
accurate local model of permanent ocean dynamic topography (PODT) with the precise
geoid model of the whole region is available. Without PODT model, an unknown bias (or
biases) could be present and it would be difficult to identify whether its source is
oceanographic, due to crustal movements or measurement errors.
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